We study the maximum differential coloring problem, where the vertices of an n-vertex graph must be labeled with distinct numbers ranging from 1 to n, so that the minimum absolute difference between two labels of any two adjacent vertices is maximized. As the problem is NP-hard for general graphs [16], we consider planar graphs and subclasses thereof. We prove that the maximum differential coloring problem remains NP-hard, even for planar graphs. We also present tight bounds for regular caterpillars and spider graphs. Using these new bounds, we prove that the Miller-Pritikin labeling scheme [19] for forests is optimal for regular caterpillars and for spider graphs.
Introduction
The four color theorem states that only four colors are needed to color any map, so that no neighboring countries share the same color. However, if the countries in the map are not all contiguous, then the result no longer holds [6] . In order to avoid ambiguity, this necessitates the use of a unique color for each country. As a result, the number of colors needed is equal to the number of countries.
Given a map, define the country graph G = (V, E) to be the graph where countries are vertices and two countries are connected by an edge if they share a nontrivial border. In the maximum differential coloring problem [16] the goal is to find a labeling of the n vertices of graph G with distinct numbers ranging from 1 to n (treated as colors), which maximizes the absolute label difference among adjacent vertices. More formally, let C = {c | c : V → {1, 2, . . . , |V |}} be the set of one-to-one functions for labeling the vertices of G. For any c ∈ C, the differential coloring achieved by c is min (i,j)∈E |c(i) − c(j)|. We seek the labeling function c ∈ C that achieves the maximum differential coloring: DC(G) = max c∈C min (i,j)∈E |c(i) − c(j)|, which is the differential chromatic Email addresses: bekos@informatik.uni-tuebingen.de (M.A. Bekos), mk@informatik.uni-tuebingen.de (M. Kaufmann), kobourov@cs.arizona.edu (S. Kobourov), sankar@cs.arizona.edu (S. Veeramoni) number of G. We also say that G admits a differential coloring of value k, if there is some labeling function c ∈ C so that min (i,j)∈E |c(i) − c(j)| = k.
The maximum differential coloring problem is in a sense the opposite of the well-studied bandwidth minimization problem, which is known to be NPcomplete [20, 21] . Optimal algorithms for the bandwidth minimization problem are known only for restricted classes of graphs, e.g., caterpillars with hair length 1 [18] , caterpillars with hair length 3 [1] , chain graphs [14] , co-graphs [28] , bipartite permutation graphs [11] , AT-free graphs [8] . As in many graph theoretic maximization vs minimization problems (e.g., shortest vs longest path), results for bandwidth minimization do not translate into results for maximum differential coloring. Although the maximum differential coloring problem is less known than the bandwidth minimization problem, it has received considerable attention recently. In addition to map-coloring [6] , the problem is motivated by the radio frequency assignment problem, where n transmitters have to be assigned n frequencies, so that interfering transmitters have frequencies as far apart as possible [10] .
Previous Work
The maximum differential coloring problem was initially studied in the context of multiprocessor scheduling under the name "separation number" by Leung et al. [16] , who showed that the problem is NP-complete. Twenty years later, Yixun et al. [29] studied the same problem under the name "dual-bandwidth" and gave several upper bounds, including the following simple bound for connected graphs:
DC-Property 1. For any connected graph G, DC(G) ≤ n 2 [29] . The proof is straightforward: one of the vertices of G has to be labeled n 2 and since G is connected that vertex must have at least one neighbor which (regardless of its label) would make the difference along that edge at most n 2 . The maximum differential coloring problem is also known as the "antibandwidth problem" [3] . Heuristics for the maximum differential coloring problem have been suggested by Duarte et al. [5] using LP-formulation, by Bansal et al. [2] using memetic algorithms and by Hu et al. [12] using spectral based methods. Another line of research focuses on solving the maximum differential coloring problem optimally for special classes of graphs, e.g., Hamming graphs [4] , meshes [25] , hypercubes [23, 26] , complete binary trees [27] and complete k-ary trees for odd values of k [3] . Isaak et al. [13] give a greedy algorithm for the differential chromatic number of complement of interval and threshold graphs by computing the k-th power of a Hamiltonian path. Weili et al. [27] compute the differential chromatic number for what they call "caterpillars" (but which differ from the standard graph-theoretic caterpillars).
Miller and Pritikin [19] describe a labeling scheme which, for a forest G with bipartition U and V , gives a differential coloring value equal to the size of the smaller vertex set, i.e., min{|U |, |V |}. This approach can be summarized as follows. Say, without loss of generality, that |U | ≤ |V |. The vertices in U are labeled with labels from the "minority interval" I min = [1, |U |], while the vertices in V are labeled with labels from the "majority interval"
Since the average degree of the vertices in V is (|U | + |V | − 1)/|V | < 2, there exists at least one vertex in V , say v, with degree ≤ 1. Based on the vertex v, a vertex u ∈ U is chosen as follows: If deg(v) = 1, then u is the neighbor of v. Otherwise, u is arbitrarily chosen from U . Both v and u are then labeled with the smallest available labels from I maj and I min , respectively, and removed from G. This procedure is repeated until U is empty. The remaining vertices in V (if any) are labeled with the remaining available labels in I maj . Note that when a vertex u ∈ U is labeled, a vertex v ∈ V is also labeled. Hence, as long as U is non-empty, the number of labeled vertices of U is equal to the number of labeled vertices of V . This implies that the minimum label difference between any two neighboring vertices in G is at least |U |.
Equitable coloring [9] is also related to differential coloring. Formally, an equitable coloring is an assignment of colors to the vertices of a graph, so that no two adjacent vertices have the same color and the number of vertices in any two color classes differ by at most one. The problem of deciding whether a graph admits an equitable coloring with no more than three colors is NP-complete [15] . If a graph G has differential chromatic number k, then the vertices labeled [1, k] , [k + 1, 2k] · · · form equitably colored classes and so G has an equitable coloring with n k + 1 colors. Lin et al. [17] describe a (sub-optimal) labeling for connected bipartite graphs with a differential coloring of value n ∆ , where ∆ is the max degree, using the relationship between the anti-bandwidth problem and the equitable coloring problem.
Another related problem is the channel assignment problem [24] , in which each edge has a weight and the objective is to find a labeling of the vertices, so that the difference between the labels of the endpoints of each edge is at least equal to its weight. However, the same label can be used by multiple vertices.
Preliminaries
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph. We denote the number of vertices of G by n, i.e., n = |V |. The degree of vertex u ∈ V is denoted by d(u). The degree of graph G is then defined as:
A caterpillar is a tree in which removing all leaves results in a path; see Fig. 1a . Thus, a caterpillar consists of a simple path, called the "spine", and each spine vertex is adjacent to a certain number of leaves, called the "legs". In our algorithms we assume that spine vertices are indexed in the order they appear along the spine. Hence, an odd-indexed (even-indexed ) spine vertex is one that appears in an odd-indexed (even-indexed) position along the spine. In caterpillars, ∆ refers to the maximum number of legs of any spine vertex. In a regular caterpillar, every spine vertex has the same number of legs. A spider is a graph with a center vertex connected to several disjoint paths; see Fig. 1b . The vertices of a spider have levels, according to their distance from the center. In a spider, N e , N o and N l denote the number of even level, number of odd level and number of vertices in level l, respectively. A radius-k star graph is a spider with all paths of the same length k; see Fig. 1c . 
Paper Structure
This paper is structured as follow: In Section 2, we prove that the differential coloring problem is NP-hard even for planar graphs (Theorem 1). In Section 3, we present tight upper bounds for regular caterpillars (Theorem 2) and spiders (Theorem 3). We conclude in Section 4 with open problems and future work.
Differential Coloring is NP-hard for Planar Graphs
In this section, we prove that the differential coloring problem is NP-hard even for planar graphs. Theorem 1. Given a planar graph G = (V, E) and a positive integer k ≤ |V |, it is NP-hard to determine G has differential coloring of value at least k.
Proof. In order to prove that the problem is NP-hard, we employ a reduction from the well-known 3-coloring problem, which is NP-complete for planar graphs [7] .
More precisely, let G = (V, E) be an instance of the 3-coloring problem mentioned above, i.e., graph G is an n-vertex planar graph. In the following, we will construct a new planar graph G , so that G has differential coloring of value at least n if and only if G is 3-colorable.
Graph G = (V , E ) is constructed by attaching a path v → v 1 → v 2 to each vertex v ∈ V of G; see Figs. 2a and 2b. Hence, we can assume that V = V ∪ V 1 ∪ V 2 , where V is the vertex set of G, V 1 contains the first vertex of each 2-length path and V 2 the second ones. Clearly, G is planar on 3n vertices. Since G is a subgraph of G , G is 3-colorable if G is 3-colorable. On the other hand, if G is 3-colorable, then G is also 3-colorable; for each vertex v ∈ V , simply color its neighbors v 1 and v 2 with two distinct colors different from the color of v. Next, we show that G is 3-colorable if and only if G has differential coloring of value at least n.
First assume that G has a differential coloring of value at least n and let l : V → {1, 2, . . . , 3n} be the respective labeling. Let u ∈ V be a vertex of G . We assign a color c(u) to u as follows: -If 2n + 1 ≤ l(u) ≤ 3n, then c(u) = 3
Since the labeling l guarantees a differential coloring of value at least n, no two vertices with the same color are adjacent. Hence, coloring c is a 3-coloring for G . Now, consider the case where G is 3-colorable. Let C i ⊆ V be the set of vertices of the input graph G with color i, i = 1, 2, 3. Clearly,
We compute a labeling l of the vertices of graph G as follows; see Fig. 2c :
-Vertices in C 1 are assigned labels from 1 to |C 1 |.
-Vertices in C 2 are assigned labels from n + |C 1 | + 1 to n + |C 1 | + |C 2 |.
-Vertices in C 3 are assigned labels from 2n + |C 1 | + |C 2 | + 1 to 2n + |C 1 | + |C 2 | + |C 3 |.
From the above case analysis, it follows that the label difference between (i) any two vertices in G, (ii) a vertex v 1 ∈ V 1 and its neighbor v ∈ V , and, (iii) a vertex v 1 ∈ V 1 and its neighbor v 2 ∈ V 2 is at least n. Thus G has differential coloring of value at least n.
Upper Bounds for Regular Caterpillars and Spiders
In this section, we establish new upper bounds for DC(G), when G is a regular caterpillar or a spider. Then, we show that the Miller-Pritikin labeling scheme is optimal for these classes of graphs. Proof. Assume to the contrary that i ∈ [
] is a spine vertex label. Consider the labels that can be assigned to the ∆ legs of i (with a slight abuse of notation i also refers to the vertex labeled i). To achieve value c * the label for a leg of i can either lie in the interval L = [1, i − ( . In this case, the total number of labels in L and H is:
Case 2:
. In this case, L is empty and all leg labels lie in interval H. Hence, the total number of labels in H is: − 2. This means that in order to achieve differential coloring c * , adjacent spine vertices cannot both have labels in the interval L s . Similarly, adjacent spine vertices cannot both have labels in the interval H s , as the maximum difference between two elements in H s is n−(
< c * . Since adjacent spine vertices cannot both have labels from the same interval (L s , or H s ), it follows that the labels of spine vertices must alternate between intervals L s and H s . Then for the labels of the 2k + 1 spine vertices, one of the intervals contributes k +1 labels and other interval contributes k labels. Assume without loss of generality that L s contributes k + 1 labels. In order to achieve differential coloring c * , the (k + 1)∆ legs of these spine vertices must all have labels in the interval I = [ n−∆ 2 + 2, n]. As ∆ ≥ 1, interval I ⊇ H s , and so I must also contain the k labels H s contributes for spine vertices. Thus, in total I must contain at least (k + 1)∆ + k labels. However, the size of the interval I is:
This is a contradiction, which concludes the proof.
Corollary 1. The Miller-Pritikin labeling scheme is optimal for regular caterpillars.
Proof. Let G be a regular caterpillar on n vertices. First, consider the case where G has an even number of spine vertices, say s = 2k for some k ≥ 1. G is a bipartite graph whose vertices form two disjoint sets U and V , where U consists of the k odd-indexed spine vertices and the k∆ legs of the even-indexed spine vertices, and, V consists of the k even-indexed spine vertices and the k∆ legs of the odd-indexed spine vertices. So, |U | = |V | = k + k∆ = n 2 . Since the Miller-Pritikin labeling scheme yields a labeling with value equal to the size of the smaller vertex set, the labeling is optimal by DC-Property 1. Now, consider the case where G has an odd number of spine vertices, say s = 2k + 1 for some k ≥ 1. In this case, U consists of the k even-indexed spine vertices and the (k + 1)∆ legs of the odd-indexed spine vertices, and, V consists of k + 1 odd-indexed spine vertices and the k∆ legs of the evenindexed spine vertices. So, |U | = k + (k + 1)∆ and |V | = k + 1 + k∆, and min{|U |, |V |} = k + 1 + k∆ = n−∆ 2
. Thus, by Theorem 2 the Miller-Pritikin labeling scheme is optimal.
Next we present a tight upper bound for spider graphs, beginning with several simple observations about this graph class. Let p be the number of paths connected to the center vertex v c in a spider graph G. Recall that by N e , N o and N l we denote the number of even level, number of odd level and number of vertices in level l, respectively. Then, the number of vertices of G is:
Each of the p paths of G starts with an odd level vertex and alternates between even and odd levels. It follows that on each path the number of odd level vertices is at most one more than the even level vertices. Summing over all p paths we get:
Lemma 2. Let G be a spider graph with N e even level vertices. If G admits a differential labeling of value c * = N e + 2, then the label of the center vertex is not in the interval [N e + 1, N e + p + 1].
Proof. For the sake of contradiction, let i ∈ [N e + 1, N e + p + 1] be the label of the center vertex and consider the labels that can be assigned to the p vertices of level 1. To achieve a differential coloring of value c * , the labels of the level-1 vertices can either lie in the interval L = [1, i − (N e + 2)] or in the interval H = [N e + 2 + i, n]. We consider three cases for the values of i. Case 1: i = N e + 1 and i = N e + p + 1. Then, by Equations 1 and 2 the total number of labels in L and H is:
Case 2: i = N e + 1. In this case, L is empty and all labels of level-1 vertices lie in H. By Equations 1 and 2, the total number of labels in H is:
n − (i + N e + 2) + 1 = n − (N e + 1 + N e + 2) + 1
Case 3: i = N e + p + 1. In this case, H is empty and all labels of level-1 vertices lie in L. Similarly to the previous case, the total number of labels in L is: i − N e − 2 = N e + p + 1 − N e − 2 = p − 1 In all cases the number of labels is less than p, which is a contradiction that completes the proof. Proof. For a proof by contradiction suppose that there exists a labeling of value c * = N e + 2. Then, by Lemma 2, the center label either lies in interval L c = [1, N e ] or in interval H c = [N e + p + 2, n]. Let us first assume that the center label lies in L c . In this case, the level-1 vertices should lie in the interval I = [N e + 3, n]. Note that in order to achieve a differential coloring of value c * = N e + 2, adjacent vertices from neighboring levels 2j and 2j + 1 cannot both lie in the interval [1, N e + 2]. Also, N 2j+1 ≤ N 2j . It follows that the labels of at least N 2j+1 vertices lie in the interval I. So, interval I must contain at least
The contradiction follows from the size of the interval I, which is:
Now, assume that the center lies in the interval H c . An analogous argument shows that the interval I = [1, n − N e − 2] must contain at least N o elements, which is more than the size of I , leading to a contradiction. As both cases result in contradictions, this completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Corollary 2. The Miller-Pritikin labeling scheme is optimal for spiders.
Proof. Let G be a spider graph. Clearly, G is a bipartite graph whose vertices form disjoint sets U and V , where the even level vertices and the center vertex form U and the odd level vertices form V . Labeling G with the MillerPritikin scheme gives a differential coloring of value at least m = min{|U |, |V |} = min{N e + 1, N o }.
We now prove that m is optimal. We have that N e ≤ N o . If N e = N o , then m = N o . By DC-Property 1, it follows that DC(G) is at most n/2 , which by Equation 1 is at most (N o + N e + 1)/2 = (2N o + 1)/2 = N o = m. Now, assume that N e < N o . In this case, m = N e + 1 which is optimal by Theorem 3, completing the proof.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proved that the differential coloring problem is NP-hard for planar graphs and we presented tight upper bounds for regular caterpillars and spiders. We note that in a recent manuscript, Rahaman et al. [22] independently obtain a result similar to our Theorem 2, i.e., an optimal labeling scheme for regular caterpillars.
There are several natural open problems that we summarize below:
-For general caterpillars, it is not known whether the maximum differential coloring problem can be solved in polynomial time or whether it is an NP-hard problem.
-We proved that the maximum differential coloring is NP-complete even for planar graphs. It is worth mentioning that the computational complexity of the problem is not known for general trees and outer-planar graphs.
-The decision version of the differential coloring problem is, given a graph G = (V, E) and a positive integer k ≤ |V |, determine whether G has differential chromatic number k. For general graphs the problem remains NP-complete even for k = 2. It is not known whether the problem remains NP-hard for planar graphs and fixed constant k.
-Other open problems include finding optimal labeling schemes, NP-hardness results, and good approximations for other interesting graph classes, such as lobsters (trees in which removing all leaves results in a caterpillar), interval graphs, cubic graphs, and regular bipartite graphs.
